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Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual: knowing no boundaries of sex or gender, 
sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender 
questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or beyond 
will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that 
gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 3 CR dot org Dot au. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR dot org dot au 3 CR on demand Out of the Pan with Sally first 
broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon, currently Australian eastern daylight 
savings time. Thanks for your company 3 CR broadcasts from the lands of the caller Nations. 
The intersecting lands of the Wurundjeri and Bunnerong people's we pay respects to elders 
past, present and emerging hello to any Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people tuning in 
from whichever lands you are on and we acknowledge that all the lands were stolen and never 
ceded always was always will be Aboriginal land. 
 
I'm Sally Goldner; I'm your host for Out of the Pan; I use the pronouns she and her welcome to 
listeners of all genders including but not limited to ladies and gentlemen, and there's lots of 
ways to get in touch with the show. You can out an email out of the pan 8255 at gmail.com SMS 
six one four five six seven five 1215 Twitter Mastered on Instagram and blue sky at Sal gold 
said so and that's the bottom line and look for posts on Facebook 3 CR 855 am Melbourne and 
my page Sally Goldner am if you want to write it into the show here, but then for all shows really 
on our 3 CR PO Box 1277 Collingwood 3066.  
 
Strictly today any opinions I express on the program are my own and that we will probably 
definitely need to make a general note for the content warnings tell you why and so tell you 
what's the main article on the show today to discuss. So switchboard 1-800 1845 27 Family 
Violence line one eight hundred five, four two eight four seven rainbow door one eight hundred 
seven to nine 367 SMS 0 Four eight zero zero one seven two four six and I mention those lines 
specifically because we have an article that just came my why I checked in on it this morning 
and as I was checking old-fashioned sort of Technology being Google alerts for last night and 
got onto the article in yesterday's good weekend in the age and this needs to be really taken 
apart in terms of both the media approach and the material itself. So that's why these content 
notes will be of relevance. And so this article is called talking trans: adolescence gender 
Transitions and the conversations we need to have and then the subtitle on online says the 
number of young people changing gender deer has risen. 
 
Fast in the past decade what's going on? And should we be celebrating or concern now? Let's 
start with that word. We who makes decisions about what the conversations are who makes 
them for whom and with what Authority Michael bachelor pad. Oh, you're a former edit senior 
editor of the age. So you have think you've got a thority new Trans people lead trans 
conversations the end. Game over now. I'm not going to go through all the details of this but we 
have 
 
Stop we start with the story of someone who'd a transition. Now that story is valid every 
certainty about that. But it then goes on and I'm using as a Rough Guide the little screen 
anything on the side of my laptop which starts at the top and goes down throughout the article 
and hits the bottom Arrow when it gets there. We have this story which includes content note 
propaganda around at school says the person interviewed 
 



From my peers poster school councils and a queer in inverted commas space to gather in and 
then Misha could not move on being and then says being cishet was very uncool because it's 
boring sorry. No all I know my I've been known to make humorous remarks about this. Let's just 
value ever on on their merits and also people want to feel oppressed and special all really. Yes I 
gave up. 
 
My sis gender hetrosexual neurotypical privilege because I want to feel oppressed. The last 
thing you want to be is privileged. Really? No no one wants to privilege or oppressed. We just 
want to everyone I think once a fair go why I might speak for everyone. I would believe the vast 
majority of people would want to the proverbial Fair go. She Misha finds it cringy when pronoun 
use comes up. So And the reporter is then said they've avoided using any pronouns for me. 
 
Aisha but Misha remains plagued by gender distress known as gender dysphoria. Mr. Says I 
don't believe in the ideology. I wires that ideology when trans people speak up but the cisgender 
expectations are not considered I ideology and that's not about Misha. That's about how this 
report doesn't make that comment. I then have serious dysphoria now and I can't make it go 
away and the friends shut the 
 
Citation down saying mission was a conspiracy theorist transphobic and that someone else 
being wishes mother was a toxic influences should be rejected. Well, I wouldn't go as far as to 
say that but what happened to unconditional love for your children regardless of what all parts of 
their identity. And so this is this story goes on for probably a good quarter of the article to start 
with and that's why I have a problem with 
 
The media in this article, it's you know be get people's emotions into one thing first and I sure 
will come to this a little later on as I go through this article, but then what do we talk about? So 
then we talked about suburbs and towns across Australia throughout the Western World. Well, 
actually we're talking about it on lots of part of the world because if you look up the PBS 
interactive gender map, you'll find different forms of gender identity and expression all over the 
world since the human race began starting in about 2012. 
 
Urge of people many children and adolescents began coming forward. No. Well, it says many of 
them children and adolescents. Well, this adult came forward in 1995 and Julie Peters and 
Kayleen white and many others with hit before me. Hello. And so what there was suddenly a 
you know, suddenly we put something in the coffee Supply the water and into that around 2011 
did we some of these people content to dress Ambiguously how not to find and change their 
name some live like this for 
 
Time then revert to their birth gender a proportion seek medical treatment. We then talked about 
the numbers at the Royal Children's Hospital Victorian government figures show the numbers at 
both children's hospital and monitor for the marketers in the last two years, but we don't say why 
maybe G it's because people are fed up with scared to be themselves because of all the what 
we consider and it's our lives Michael and nine media the biased media and all the hatred state. 
 
Health Department did not offer an explanation for the decrease just as no one can explain with 
confidence. It could also be there's such a huge backlog at Monash and Royal Children's and 
maybe there are some Alternatives people going elsewhere some pit research postulates the 
huge rise might be partly due to an increased in trans visibility in the media. Well, we could be 
that there's more social connection because of internet and people can find something unlike 
me who didn't even have a word for myself for 29 years and then Skeptics argue. There might 
be an element in inverted commas of 



 
Social contagion particularly amongst teenage girls which ignores the fact that there is a also a 
relatively proportionate distribution of trans men trans women and trans women and trans went 
men to mask women fam and those who identifies beyond the binary. We then have sort of a 
mention of gender affirming care, which is neutral. We're still only about a third. 
 
The way through the article has path trans patients are the experts of their own lives in the final 
authority of their own gender. Yes, that's a quote as it should be treatment is slow careful and 
multidisciplinary in the Adolescent clinics many drop out at the waiting list in the reality of 
treatment. Then comes puberty blockers, then it's uses the term cross-sex hormones are highly 
binary term in my opinion. Why are they just not hormones and the clinic must obtain the 
 
And both the child's parents as well as the clinicians. Well, what if you're a single parent Top 
surgery is rare for adolescents in Australia will very rare. Bottom surgery is only available to 
adults and only if they can afford private treatment. Well, it can be available if both parents 
consent so didn't get that, right? 
 
Many families happily agree and support the child's transition and affirming has the support of 
most doctors psychologists psychiatrists. Well, that's nice. We then have to mention the 
Tavistock clinic. So we mentioned one Clinic after an official review. What about all the other 
clinics around the world that are doing fabulously we have to mention the controversial study 
about Westmead, which some people have declared very biased against trans people. Oh and 
here's where we get into Youth and yeah, 
 
People attitudes and a big congratulations and Watson. It's not about the viewpoints to young 
people who protested this week and weren't subject to patriarchal discipline to stay at school. 
But here we go. The young people on this in this is a quote from the West made report did not 
have the cognitive psychological or emotional capacity to understand the decisions. They are 
making also trans people particularly trans young people are stupid. Well that's vilification and 
 
Westmead is now back on an affirming care track. So and the cautious approach has been 
taken by the UK. They came under the sway of an anti Child and Adolescent affirming Lobby. 
Well, that's very true. Particularly the UK where so-called gender critical thinking has taken a 
very strong sadly a strong grip and trans lives a hell and the United Kingdom is now in terms of 
trans hate one of the world's worst places in Europe and getting up to one of the worst in the 
world. 
 
So the Victorian government didn't answer questions from good weekend about the Clinic's 
work citing privacy concerns internationally among some doctors and scientists in the Australia. 
The reassurance has it taken the progenitor from here at the best ball treatment not taken at 
face value the disquiet amongst professionals and a tincture and it has ensure had drawn GP 
cover for some treatments and a small number of legal challenges in the courts. 
 
Small number what about the big one now? Finally just before about halfway into this article. We 
get to a story about Sage more Hinton and their fair and say just happy and families happy. This 
goes on for around a third of the article, but we get into the middle but then just start will actually 
just after half way and then we go we talked to a group of parents who had more desperate to 
have an open discussion about what they see is the tragedies happening in their lives. 
 
As 15 people representative of a group of 30 and children are expressing in general Congress. 
They're all middle class middle age professionals. So what they have gray hair and serve nice 



cheese, I'll dear they say the left has abandoned them on the trans issue. I we've got a blame 
the left, you know, that wouldn't be good at you no good. If we didn't do that nevermind right-
wing extremism gender question children mostly born female and neuro-diverse. 
 
And they refer to the children by their birth sex. Oh, do you can't even respect your child? That's 
nice. The real threat is affirming care. They say they oppose it out of love. Yeah. Yeah. Sure. 
Sure. Well, maybe you do maybe you don't they feel being publicly labeled anti-trans or 
transphobic or even their jobs threatened. Well the simple answer don't be Andy trans and think 
my child thinks I'm Nick where the Antichrist here says one father. 
 
Other and they see it as a trend G. There's the dare. I say the anti-trans ideology. Oh, sorry, I'm 
probably not allowed to say that parents called the legislation the ante therapy law and referring 
to Victoria's Community can anti conversion practice law and they they use the term gender 
ideology. Why isn't there to comment in this article from a group that does support loved ones of 
trans people to claim a possible interest as 
 
A committee member of One grow such group and on we go and then we get goes through this 
for another about a third of the article. But and then the parent says affirming means to tell the 
assigned female child to hate any female characteristics not doesn't lots of trans people just find 
are not hating the first part of themselves. They're just unhappy in them what to get get to a 
better. 
 
Ice then we have another D transition a story for about the third quarter of this article. We then 
have possible cross sex hormone therapy effects. What's reversible and what's not for what is 
called born female took testosterone and then born male took estrogen and then so this goes on 
for yes about another quarter of the article. We then have talked about 
 
How member of the grant greens have been injected the Liberals have had a nightmare for their 
leader John pursue do and Victoria. Well, no, you didn't that says you cannot wake up from it. 
Well, he stood up on his principles and said he didn't want alleged neo-nazism in his party and 
I'm being trying to be very objective there and doing my best finally at the about the three-
quarter mark this article on yes, this segment is going on a long time, but I'm going to get it all in 
there and then I'll get your comments. 
 
Matches contested but what's not his young people with gender and courts are much likely to be 
more autistic more like multiple times more likely to be autistic. Well, yes, there's an overlap to 
some first whatever reason between trans and autism for that matter lots of queer and autism 
and yes, we have mental health issues which have been linked in research time and again to 
discrimination the various writing themselves in reports show where people have experienced 
no discrimination there met their health and other things are better off if it's verbal the 
 
In the health decreases if it's physical and sexual abuse, of course, it goes down. Mmm, and 
then we get to deeper mental health issues and some people say the risk is overstated. We've 
got a pile of research that says what the real the major risk of not being able to be themselves. 
And then of course we mentioned the inquiry that comes up finally around I'll be on three-
quarters of the article. We talked to Michelle. 
 
Mar the volunteer chair of transgender Victoria declaring my past interest in the organization 
and it says like many in the trans Community. She's wary of the median anything that's likely to 
deter or mislead any child parent or a dust lint from seeking professional advice and Healthcare 
and Michelle and transgender Victoria's Chief Executives on Vivian speak for the longer View. 



And so finally we get to what a transport of view from experience trans people in an organization 
with a significant degree of respect again declaring 
 
My past interest but obviously I'm speaking for myself here training. They say gender diversity is 
always been among us but suppressed by Prejudice and the affirming care model supports and 
that and these gains are now under Challenge from an advanced Avalanche of discrimination. 
This is beyond the three-quarter Mark of the article and Michelle is quite blunt here parents 
really love their children. They be going hell for leather to help them affirm their bloody gender. 
Yes, Michelle I'm with you on the intensity of that. Michelle is now 70 and didn't affirm her. 
 
Identity l60. I know what it was like to live half my life as the wrong gender identity and on it 
goes we then have Saint Vivian and someone says there is no trans person in the world who 
will tell you that gender affirmation is a magic wand or fixed for all discontent. Absolutely. We've 
all got stuff as people Everyone ate one of eight billion of us on this planet transgender Victoria 
and tries to address this by providing social and Community Connection and support and yeah 
sort of 
 
Learn some Vivian urges the parents opposing gender transition of the turnout is to encourage 
the person's courage and curiosity. Let them know they are loved regardless of what path they 
do take and leave space for them to grow and change and that people do come on and off 
hormones and that breasts can be reached through constructed and Michael Bachelor didn't 
care as I've spoken to two dozen people for this story and isn't that nice of you one of you holds 
it affirming care is working while the other asked its 
 
Had he must not ask more serious question Society has always got right members Society east 
of majority thieves to think the Earth is flat representatives of both. He's asked me to ask what I 
thought could play motivate the other side and then he claims his viewers both want the best for 
children and young people but disagree on what that is and how to achieve it. Oh, really? I'm 
not so sure about that gender fluidity is here to stay and the thing is 
 
My bachelor's his we need to talk more openly and with more nuanced about these questions 
again, the we so there's yes. Normally that's aren't about two segments with but I had to go 
through that. I'd welcome. Everyone's thoughts on this. I'll check in now that we've got some 
comments coming in on the social media and other platforms. They're all there. And of course 
the SMS Line 6 1 4 5 6 7 5 to 15 and we'll 
 
Another track. And in the meantime, what will we go with we're going to have a track because 
it's World AIDS day on Friday. And this one is plugged in. This is Reba McEntire and she thinks 
his name was John want to talk about world AIDS Day 2 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR dot 
org dot a you 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally. 
 
The 11th annual Setting Sun International Film Festival is calling for entries for its 2024 Festival 
enter your short film or feature and help celebrate the occasion. There are loads of great prices 
including a thousand dollars for best film for your chance to be in the running and see your film 
screened at the gorgeous Sun theater or at Kindred Studios both in your of you'll head to 
settings. 
 
On.com you entries close on the 31st of January 2020 for Setting Sun is a 3 CR supporter leap 
across a stage land has to make longer fresh to at this is Tim MacMillan support the radio 
station that supports live music in Melbourne 3 CR 
 



That is are supporting live music and supporting I sort of thought that goes beyond mainstream 
media very much why 3 CR is needed and well, look, there's some days. I wonder when the 
after 18 years why I still do the show and it's two days like today where it's needed. I had some 
comments in will go through the mean random order over on the SMS line six one four, five, six, 
seven five one two, and five Kayleen excellent analysis agree. 
 
Everything you've said the writer from the age is clearly utterly uninformed and seems to be 
biased by their own views perhaps about their own gender, which is something I've experienced 
in many transphobes including pseudo parents who are transphobic and I knew and Kailyn 
talking about herself. I knew block letters. I was female when I was four. Well, yeah since similar 
over here not only in terms of the number Kalin, of course, it doesn't matter what age you 
realize it's who you are. It's just that's when it happens. I still remember my first 
 
Stay at a so-called all-boys school. At least I proved them wrong. The gender critical ideology 
has been described as genocide by The lemkin Institute. Yeah, that's a really good point to note 
and yet under the age would in the interests of or any media outlet that claims to be an interest 
to balance would quite hate groups and take speech and genocide good questions comment 
from Jack Brady. I don't know if the author of the article has a penis and is used if he is using it 
appropriately like does he stand up to pee when? 
 
Blinds being trans to him. He does his dressing as a traditional man mean he is straight. When 
are we going to have a nuanced conversation about why man's neck tie looks like but the phallic 
object in a noose God will Good Golly. No, we definitely need to release release some tension 
there and Jack's done it with that comment and one comment, which I've only had a chance to 
get this around to a few people. Thus far one person said they're in 
 
Tuition is the anti transition parents group in the article has an affiliation to the author. He's the 
author has failed to mention where all the pro transition parents groups yet. Impression is of an 
Insurgency against affirming care, which doesn't really exist. Yes interesting how its taught it 
talks about how the benefits has the things that the trans people and allies would say are 
overstated but doesn't put it the other way definite bias in the article going to gender ideology. 
Whatever that is social Contagion. 
 
And he makes the case for the social can judge contagion and transitions D transitioning or 
pretending he's asking questions, you know this whole we should ask the questions yet, but 
agree with that comment and it will legitimize the turf perspective and also it doesn't mean give 
a range of coverage from around Australian States and territories. So lots of good comments 
keep them coming in because this is something about which 
 
We need to communicate. So yeah, so along a segment as I said, but to borrow from pork 
heading to the conversation we have to have all right, that's the end of the first bout and the fall 
has been taken. There's the obligatory very segwayed wrestling reference that 33 minutes and 
46 seconds in a partner. We shouldn't I should make the rule that 
 
Mentioning at sell gold said so is never the wrestling reference in this show, but we are coming 
up on a very serious note on Friday to World AIDS day. I also forgot to mention by the way that 
the opening track which was very very very beautiful was raible the village WRA be 
elissabeth417 clip to that a little perhaps a little triggering for some people but it has on it in 
nature of flock will the 
 



Attack any bird that is more colorful than the others because being different is seen as a threat. 
Hmm. Yes, and that makes me wonder just coming back to the trans stuff one wonders about 
things like insecurities jealousy from people as well. I wanted to talk about world AIDS day a 
very important day because of huge relevance in the queer calendar particularly for gay and 
bisexual men, but also for many others, it's been observed since 1988 and 
 
I wasn't at that point in my life out connected to Rainbow and HIV communities and I do 
remember the emotions of the time and the advertising campaigns, which well with hindsight 
probably were an over reaction some might say at the time site the Grim Reaper bowling ball 
bowling lane alley ads and you know, it's also worth mentioning a few things here that you know 
that so many 
 
People lost loved ones and the fact that we haven't got and I'm I can only say this from a very 
real a point of view will say a very sort of the fact that when covid broke out in 2020. It was this 
race to get a vaccine and we still don't have like a the equivalent instant vaccine against HIV. A 
lot of people were very triggered by that and said well, why are we being left behind again? And 
one of the things about code is I wonder 
 
How many Medical Treatments and other things were pushed down the line because of it? Yes 
in one sense. It had to be but if the things are already pushed down the line because of stigma 
they're going to be further further push down the line. And so now it's sort of you know, we have 
to some extent lost a bit of focus on world AIDS day, but there is of course room for everyone. 
I'm a great believer in abundance and now 
 
Sort of we need to remember it and I think that one of the lasting effects of the sort of HIV 
approach in the 90s has been the stigma against anyone who is seen as having male on male 
sex. Now this can include trans women, but I've had some information that all trans people trans 
women trans men non-binary a gender are now being lumped in the same basket rather than 
being treated on their merits and this is what we are Australia is so 
 
Behind on blood donation and we need to be doing something about that and looking at safe 
sex practices rather than identities. There are heterosexual people who might be doing unsafe 
sex or and let's be adults about this. Yes. It's 12:30 7 p.m. In the afternoon. There are some 
people of any who would client been to, you know, heterosexual cisgender and do sex 
relationship between 10 a.m. And 1 F so to speak who might be doing all I'm going to mention 
this word. 
 
At at 12:37 anal sex and doing it unprotected. So that's unsafe. So, you know, it's about safe 
sex practices and it's why we need to update our blood donation guidelines other countries have 
done this and made it far more Equitable. And we also have a blow blood donation rate and 
that's because many people affected by this and whilst it's not my total area of expertise. Of 
course in Australia. There are great practices to ensure sexual. 
 
For those working in the sex industry, but they get stigmatized unfairly as well because of not 
looking at on the merits of the situation perhaps because some other countries may not have 
those guidelines. So definitely be aware of things on world AIDS day great website. Once again 
mentioned it a couple of weeks ago World AIDS day dot org dot which is how to get involved in 
Australia and you can find out about campaigns in each state and territory. We will do live radio 
people of all genders. 
 



And look at what's happening in Victoria. We've got the world AIDS day display. We've got the 
AIDS Memorial Garden to a coming up this Wednesday in the evening. We've got the world 
AIDS Day Street Appeal on Friday, of course, which is World AIDS day with Thorn Harbor 
volunteers hitting the streets and reminding everyone that HIV still matters will have an official 
Community launch. They'll be a forum moderated by Sarah Graham from Victorian Department 
of Health. 
 
And all sorts of other things. So yeah World AIDS day dot org dot are you and that is a good 
guide in for people in so-called Australia to find their particular events of interest and perhaps 
how you can get involved. I'm sure there's always a need for more volunteers around the streets 
and to perhaps a rattle attend or whatever we do in this day and age of electronically. Do we 
have a stripe reader or something? Why not Square Reader? I'm too Square seriously, Mike 
 
Sure that we do all of that. So yeah, very important work that needs to be done and now well 
done to all those involved. So yes a really important campaign. Let's have a listen now to some 
more music we had Reba McEntire's has said we had raible and the village and it's the society 
including the village. That's the issue and also want to mention that it's reporting like this which 
is why I'm a very strong. 
 
Long supporter in the not into the Royal commission into the Murdoch media, but it really needs 
to be in to Media concentration in this country and the ongoing bias. I mean, yes, it's happening 
in lots of parts of so-called society and community in this country. But now we also have to now 
there's a sense again this disconnect of power which I think seems to be a common theme 
running through everything and how out of 
 
Catch major is with report like that. No, that wasn't a Murdock maybe report that I spent the first 
25 minutes or 20 minutes of the show on but it needs to be dissected. Let's have a breather now 
with the Wolfgang and attract from way back in the early 2000s of 2005 was when this Elmer 
was released, but it's a little bit of a favor of mine. And so which one are we going to go with this 
so many 
 
Good tracks on this but well in just to make sure that we know and that right now it is 12:41. So 
what's the time mrs. Wolf?  
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR dot org dot U 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally first 
broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. And you're 
on a show that covers pansexual issues knowing no boundaries of sex or gender in a musical 
mood. We just had some swing and bluesy stuff. What's the time mrs. Wolf from Diana wolf in 
the Wolfgang and his some newish country from Andy Pink. 
 
Heavy on Me 3 CR 855 am Digital 3 CR dot-org w3c on demand out of the pan with Sally. 
 
 
Tune in to the Celtic fog show every Tuesday at 3:00 p.m. With me and McAllister dumped 
dumped. Hi. I'm rod. Work on your listening to fill in the dots. You know who you're listening to? 
Why do I have to tell you who you're listening to you know, who you're listening to you listening 
to? Yes filling the 3 CR Community radio. You got it, right. You've won a giraffe. We're at 855. 
Am what we're on Digital radio and streaming at 3. CR dot org dot a you 3 CR has been making 
trouble since 1976 and occasionally. I've been part of the trouble that's been made. It's a vital 
part of our media landscape, and I'd encourage 
 



Courage you to get a hacksaw an oxy-acetylene torch and go up to the Dandy norms and bring 
down all those broadcast towers that aren't 3 C ARS towers and let's make 3 CR the only 
source of information to an information stabbed dumbed-down Australian Community written 
authorized and spoken by Neil Mitchell 3 CR 855 m 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot-org w3c on demand 
out of the pan with Sally first broadcasting in through one every 
 
Afternoon, Australian eastern Daylight Savings Time lovely to catch up with an here at 3 CR 
during the week. We're doing some training on some new software for 3 CR scary. What 
happened to those nice telegrams only easier. Yes of congratulations on your big day. Stop 
wishing you a happy future stop anyway and had to play the wrong quad top one because Neil 
Mitchell finishes are broadcasting on thread W on Friday. Goodbye Neal. I'm didn't say 
anymore. I didn't say any of this, right? 
 
Write messages in Kalin love the opening song Rebel WRA. Beol the village and loved it by so 
much that Caitlin bought it. That's what we like to see Jenny has come in just going on the train 
to work now working Sunday's thank you for your loyal listenership Jenny and thank you to all 
the loyal listeners of out of the pan and all the shows on 3 CR. So this is a last text will live text 
but keep messaging if you want to what's up in future weeks, Jenny. 
 
Todd Fernando Is On Cue a you're on ABC TV tomorrow night and with Patricia koalas the last 
Q&A for the year and then he says quote I think he'll talk about his resignation and why I left the 
position to and the frustration of being in that role end quote. Yeah, very very interesting. I have 
to catch up on that one mutant a boot tomorrow night. But yeah and will quell done to Todd 
Fernando an amazing human being and be very interesting to see what happens. I'm in terms of 
 
Replacement because big shoes to fill and Todd filled them roast you as well and I'm still sure 
Hero has whatever size fought that they have but seriously all the best to you Todd, you're an 
amazing human Pat. Sorry gently also goes on. Did you watch the four corner show that Patricia 
Kavala stood about trans kids. She's part of the rainbow Community is much more balanced. 
Yeah look much more balanced as well. So yeah, that's 
 
Current May honestly can't remember if I saw it there Jenny so have to watch out for that one. 
What are the messages? Have? We got on a message saying we love Rod contacts peel. Yes. 
We love Rod can talk funny man, a great part of our community and there we go. Now we're 
we're coming up to the launch of the midsummer Festival which of course kicks off in mid-
January through to about mid February issue by the big 
 
Two events the third Sunday in January for Carnival Midsummer carnival at the home Alan 
Alexandra Gardens and pride march on the first Sunday in February and there is a great 
exhibition that's part of it. I think goes on one pretty quickly. It's called queer photo and it's a 
wide range of First Nations artists, which is great to to note Black and Blue by Leila Bennett. So 
migrant and Indigenous black people. 
 
I'm Fighters. They're all of maroon car until John who dipped in black is a premier and film and 
photographic project by filmmaker Matthew Thorn and yanking Cuchara artist answered Eric 
Lynch and escapes the oppressive White City Life of Adelaide back to Country Abdullah and his 
remote and nut and then gue Community where he speaks spiritual healing on sacred in my 
ground Qui wiradjuri woman Carl. 
 
The Dickens looks at self-portraits affirm World premiere bipedal Maples Crow who is very well 
known and believed it form it from memory of former Globe Award winner and well deservedly 



so three Pacific artists as well. So latte to while a Australian Fiji outdoor humanists sculptures 
climbing out of the maribyrnong river Leilani fumiya know from Samoa Australia emerging artists 
and 
 
Shin-bi editor oboist queer Polynesian Arts Collective. So that's really cool. The website is live 
on November 28th. So that's Wednesday. So there's lots of great art Square photo the first of its 
kind of collaboration artist commission's of large-scale out to artworks Gallery exhibitions and an 
interactive public performance programs. So and they'll be shut the shows from January 27th to 
March train you 24, so that's really really cool. Well done Midsummer on that. Thanks to the 3 
CR 
 
Our team for sending me an email about it. I'd better get out of here and make way for federally 
them off species. And today as I find out about their program. It's Lila Del Dagan and Laura 
Schaefer on connections between animal rights and solidarity with Palestine. So as always keep 
it locked on 3 CR whatever device you are on or how you need to lock and all that things and 
Kaitlyn's messaging on Neil's going. Yes. Well, I'm not sure how it's possible. 
 
Will to convey words and emotions with written words there and Kailyn I better not say anymore 
Neil Mitchell stalking Melbourne. I said it for the last time interesting to see who replaces him 
possibly maybe better get out of here and make way for as I say for freedom of species and 
taking it out today with Dave steel and a track from the album the last radio. No, this is not the 
last radio. The radio is going on forever. This album came out in 1992 and 31 years on the radio 
still here. 
 
But it's appropriate that so many things happening on Friday. Most of all World AIDS day of 
Interest the Relentless School of pro wrestling summer showcase. See you there. But here's a 
track called sometime next summer. Well, it's only five days to next summer. Thanks for tuning 
in to out of the pan. I'm Sally Goldner. Catch you next week. 
 
Next time you've been listening to a 3 CR podcast produced in the studios of Independent 
Community Radio Station 3 CR 
 
Melbourne Australia for more information go to all the Ws Dot 3 CR dot org Dot. 
 


